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ABSTRACT

Knowing the background image of a video scene simplifies the
general video-object segmentation problem and therefore it is re-
quired by several automatic segmentation algorithms. This paper
presents a new background estimation algorithm which is applica-
ble to complex video sequences where many objects are simultane-
ously visible and the background is visible for a short time period
only. The algorithm applies a rough segmentation of the input im-
ages into foreground and background regions to exclude the fore-
ground objects from background synthesis. This prevents a bias of
the synthesized background image towards the color of foreground
objects. Experiments show that the obtained background images
differ significantly less from the real background than those ob-
tained with previous algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several automatic video-object segmentation algorithms (e.g., [1],
[2]) assume that a background image of the scene is known. This
assumption allows to use the difference between video input frame
and background image as a first estimate for the foreground ob-
ject masks. However, in many cases it is impractical to record a
separate background image without objects, since one cannot con-
trol the scenario (e.g., in surveillance applications), or the back-
ground changes slowly over time and has to be adapted. Hence,
an automatic background estimation algorithm is required which
reconstructs the background image even though it has never been
available as such.

Background estimation is subject to several problems for which
a good survey can be found in [3]. These include sudden global il-
lumination changes or a “background” that is changing its appear-
ance (like a clock at the wall). In this paper, we will concentrate
on the bootstrapping problem. This involves obtaining the back-
ground image of a scene with many, arbitrarily moving objects and
where the background is visible for only short periods of time.

Especially if the reconstructed background should be used for
automatic object segmentation, it is important that there is no lu-
minance bias towards a temporary foreground object color. This
phenomenon is a common problem with previous algorithms.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Most of the existing algorithms for background estimation apply a
frame-based update strategy. They maintain a current background
estimate which is updated iteratively after each new input frame.
The update factor can be a constant aging factor, or it can be reg-
ulated using a Kalman filter [4]. In [1] and [5], it is suggested

to update adaptively, where the update factor is decreased if the
frame-to-frame or frame-to-background difference is high. The
intention is to slow down the update in areas where foreground
is assumed. The disadvantage of this strategy is that errors in the
background estimate are only removed slowly for exactly the same
reason. Hence, this class of algorithms only works reliably when
foreground objects do not move too slowly and background is visi-
ble during most of the time. Otherwise, the reconstruction remains
unstable or converges to an average of foreground and background
color.

A different approach is to use a pixel-based temporal median-
filter over a large number of frames [6]. However, in the worst
case, each pixel has to contain background content for at least half
of the input frames. An advantage of the median-filter algorithm is
that the effect of blurring is not as severe as with the weighted up-
date algorithms. However, even with the median-filter algorithm,
the background image content can deviate from the correct back-
ground color. To understand this, assume that a bright background
is occluded for some period by a dark object. Since the median is
computed including the dark foreground object pixels as well as
the bright background pixels, the median will not be at the mean
background luminance, but it will be shifted to slightly darker val-
ues, caused by shadows or image noise. The effect can be observed
in an example result shown in Fig. 6b. Even though all foreground
objects are dark and the background is bright, objects appear half-
transparent in the reconstruction. This bias from the correct back-
ground color is not always perceivable, but it can cause difficulties
in automatic segmentation algorithms.

3. BACKGROUND RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM

The principal idea of our algorithm is to apply a rough segmenta-
tion of the input images into foreground and background regions.
The background image is synthesized using the median algorithm
[6], but we exclude foreground regions from the synthesis pro-
cess. Since foreground regions are excluded, no bias towards the
foreground color will occur in the reconstructed background. The
classification is carried out on small blocks to make the back-
ground/foreground decision more robust. Periods of background
content are identified by searching for the subset of frames that
show stable content in the block. The similarity of block contents
over time is collected into a matrix, which contains the difference
between the image content at the block position for each pair of
frames. Low values correspond to stationary background regions,
whereas high values are present for each pair of frames that con-
tains differences in this block. This matrix is then decomposed
to obtain the foreground/background classification. Depending on
the subset of frames that contain background content, the matrix



elements can be classified into stationary and non-stationary ele-
ments. Background periods are obtained by searching for the sub-
set of frames so that the sum of stationary matrix elements is min-
imized, while the sum of non-stationary matrix elements is maxi-
mized. This is described in greater detail in the next two sections.

3.1. Block Similarity Matrix

Let the block size be ����� pixels and let the sequence be of length�
. Furthermore, let ���	��
�	��� be the luminance of pixel ��
�	��� in

input frame � . We assume that ������� ������� . For each block ��������
with top left pixel at position ��� �!�"�#�$� , we calculate a symmetric
similarity matrix %'&)(+* ,.- of size
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with
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This states that each matrix element % /H0 2 is set to the sum of ab-
solute differences (SAD) measure between the blocks in frame I
and frame J at the same position.
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Fig. 1. Structure of a block similar-
ity matrix. Low matrix elements are
shown in white, high values as dark
areas in the matrix.

For time periods
in which the content
in the block does not
change, the correspond-
ing square block cen-
tered at the matrix di-
agonal will contain low
values (Fig. 1). If a
specific block content
disappears for some time
and reemerges later, an-
other rectangle off the
matrix diagonal will
show low values. Peri-
ods of time with mov-
ing content show as
high-valued matrix el-
ements. If the con-
tent is only visible for
a short time, the corre-
sponding matrix rows
and columns will contain mostly high values.

3.2. Matrix Decomposition

To identify the periods in which only background is visible in a
block, we separate the matrix into two parts: the stationary ele-
ments (small difference values), and the non-stationary elements
(large difference values). Let KL&)(+* ,.-NMPO+�H� G�G.G � �RQ be the set of
frames in which block ����	� ) only contains background content1.
A matrix element % /H0 2 is considered stationary iff I �"JS�TK .

Since stationary elements should be small values and non-
stationary elements should mostly be large values, we can sepa-
rate them by choosing K such that the stationary elements are as
small as possible and the non-stationary elements are as large as
possible. More specifically, we optimize the cost functionUWV)XY[Z 3 UWV\XY 8/ * 2	] Y % /H0 2 A 8/_^] Y7` 2�^] Y �"�aDb% /10 2 � G

1We will omit the superscript ced fhg1i to simplify notation when the
meaning is clear. Since we are only considering single blocks in this sec-
tion, no ambiguities will occur.

Optimization is carried out using an iterative process. Starting with
a good estimate of K (see Section 3.4 for explaining how this is ob-
tained), we calculate the cost difference that results from adding or
removing each of the input frames to K . If adding or removing the
frame decreases the cost, K is modified accordingly. Optimization
is stopped when none of these changes can further decrease the
cost. We have found that this process converges fast in only about
two or three iterations over the input frames. Note that instead of
the naive way of computing the cost by summing over the com-
plete matrix, it is sufficient to compute the cost difference, which
can be obtained by summing only over a single matrix row. In the
case of adding a frame j to K , the cost difference isk ZCl>m 3onqp 8/H] Y % / * m A 8/_^] Y �"�CDr% / * m �s tEu v

new costs
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old costs

|
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and hence for the case of removing a frame j from K , it is the
negative value

k Z 6 m 3 D k Z l>m .
Since the above matrix decomposition process converges to

a local minimum close to the initialization, an initialization near
the correct minimum must be chosen. Note that the global min-
imum need not necessarily correspond to the correct background
periods. If the sequence contains many foreground objects of the
same color, and if the objects are visible during most of the time,
the global optimum can correspond to those periods in which fore-
ground objects are visible. To solve this problem, we apply two
additional steps, preceding the optimization step. First, we exclude
periods from K for which we observe motion in the block. Since
we assume that camera motion has been compensated beforehand,
moving content cannot belong to the background. Second, we ex-
ploit the correlation of background periods between neighboring
blocks. Both steps are described in the next two sections.

3.3. Integration of Motion Information

Motion estimation is carried out for each block using a block-
matching algorithm. If the minimum SAD matching error is lower
than �H�H� of the null-vector matching error, the block is consid-
ered as moving and the matrix row and column corresponding to
the current input frame are artificially set to � . This prevents the
optimization algorithm from selecting the block in this frame as a
background block. Figure 2 shows an example how this exclusion
disambiguates an otherwise unclear situation.

3.4. Background Periods Prediction

If an object moves across a block, it will most probably also move
across a neighboring block during a comparable time period. Hence,
when calculating K &)(+* ,.- , we use the previously calculated K &)( 6 � * ,�-
and KL&�(#* , 6 � - to initialize the optimization process. If an input
frame I is contained in K &)( 6 � * ,.- and K &)(+* , 6 � - , it is also included
in K &)(+* ,�- . If it is only contained in one of both, it is included ran-
domly. At the left and top border, predictions are formed directly
from the solution of the block above or to the left, respectively.
The very first block (top-left) is initialized with all input frames
active in K�& ; * ; - . This is a sensible assumption, since image activ-
ity is usually centered in the image such that the border contains
mainly background content.



(a) Sample similarity matrix. (b) Same matrix after invali-
dating periods with motion.

(c) Decomposition result.

Fig. 2. A sample block similarity matrix taken from the sequence shown in Fig. 6.

The spatial prediction scheme has two advantageous proper-
ties. First, it provides an accurate initialization of the optimiza-
tion, leading to fast convergence. Second, the prediction helps to
select the correct local minimum, even when the object is visible
for more time than the background. Since the prediction provides
the initialization, even a strong minimum has not enough support
in the beginning that the optimization could be attracted to it. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Spatial background-period prediction (first column of
blocks in an image). The block at the top left K & ; * ; - contains back-
ground content throughout the sequence (background marked in a
dark shade). The background periods of K & ; * � - form the initializa-
tion for background periods of KL& ; * � l � - (prediction is drawn in a
light shade). The matrix decomposition step then refines this pre-
diction to get the final result for this block. Since optimization is
started with the last block’s result, the optimization will converge
to the correct minimum even for blocks that are clearly dominated
by foreground objects (e.g., KL& ; * ��- ).

4. RESULTS

We have applied our algorithm to a variety of popular test se-
quences like the hall-and-monitor (see Fig. 4), road1, road2, and
urbicande sequences, for which the background could be recon-
structed without any visible errors. Even the background from
seq 17 of the Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG) test set was
recovered without error (see Fig. 5). Hence, we applied our algo-
rithm to a special sequence containing very difficult background-
object behaviour (see Fig. 6). This sequence contains many people
where some persons are walking around and some are standing
still for a long time. Part of the background is even impossible
to reconstruct, because the background is never visible during the

whole sequence. Apart from these impossible regions, our algo-
rithm reconstructs the background without any blurring.

To evaluate the quality of the background image with respect
to applicability for automatic segmentation algorithms, we mea-
sured the difference between the reconstructed background im-
age and the ground-truth background image. Since the real back-
ground image is only available for the hall-and-monitor sequence
(in the first frames of the sequence), we used this sequence to ob-
tain the results. We measured the PSNR of several reconstruc-
tion algorithms and estimated the camera noise by calculating the
PSNR between the first two frames of the sequence. Since the me-
dian algorithm cannot remove the foreground objects completely,
we calculated the PSNR a second time, now with the erroneous re-
gions excluded. Even with these regions excluded, our algorithm
achieves considerably higher PSNR than the median algorithm,
which makes it a better choice for segmentation applications.

PSNR
average 29.86 dB
median 30.89 dB
median (cropped) 32.02 dB
our algorithm 35.15 dB
camera noise 38.74 dB

Table 1. PSNR between reconstructed background and real back-
ground (hall-and-monitor sequence)

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a new algorithm for background estimation of com-
plex video sequences. In contrast to iterative updating algorithms,
our approach utilizes a global optimization to identify the periods
of time in which background content is visible in a small block of
the image. The background is reconstructed by applying a tempo-
ral median-filter over the identified periods of background content.

Experimental results show no visible reconstruction error for
common test sequences. In cases that are nearly impossible to
reconstruct, it provides considerably better results than the popular
median algorithm. Since our algorithm does not average between
foreground and background content, there is no luminance bias,
thereby improving the usability of the reconstructed backgrounds
for automatic segmentation algorithms.
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(a) Median algorithm. (b) Our algorithm.

Fig. 4. Results for hall-and-monitor sequence. (a) The median operator cannot
remove the two persons completely. (b) Our algorithm reconstructs the back-
ground without any visible errors.

(a) Typical input frame. (b) Our algorithm.

Fig. 5. Results for VQEG test sequence 17: artificially created sequence where
many letters are whirling around. No reconstruction errors are visible. Note
that we have increased the background image brightness for clarity.

(a) Typical input frame. (b) Median algorithm. (c) Our algorithm.

Fig. 6. Results for a very complex scene with many walking and standing people. Note that the background cannot be reconstructed
completely, since some background regions are never visible in this sequence.


